Our Charter

• Found at https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/lime/charter/

• YANG models in progress
  • Draft-ietf-lime-yang-connectionless-oam-methods
  • Draft-ietf-lime-yang-connectionless-oam
  • Draft-ietf-lime-yang-oam-model

• Great progress towards our Goal of:
  • Shutdown by IETF 100
Our Status

• Connectionless documents WGLCed
• Connection oriented document WGLCed
• Real-time EDITING session TODAY 1pm @ Chicago
• Finishing WGLC review comments in real-time editing session
• Pending YANG Doctor Review (to schedule with Carl Moberg)

• The window of opportunity is passing... very little time...
  • Remember https://trac.ietf.org/trac/lime/wiki/lime-applicability
  • Currently restructuring MPLS LSP Ping YANG model to be LIME aligned
  • Updating the applicability of C-O for TRILL
Chairs will update the Milestones

Current Milestones:

- Apr 2016  Recharter or conclude
- Apr 2016  Submit the Applicability document to IESG for review as an Informational RFC
- Nov 2015  Submit the Architecture document to IESG for review as an informational RFC
- Sep 2015  Submit the YANG model(s) document to IESG as a Proposed Standards RFC
- Aug 2015  Adopt the WG draft for Applicability of the generic model
- May 2015  Adopt the WG draft on LIME Architecture
- Feb 2015  Adopt the WG draft on YANG data model(s)
Next Steps

• Schedule a meeting with Carl Moberg, YANG Doctor, immediately after IETF98 [Week of April 3\textsuperscript{rd}]

• Submit IESG-ready-candidate updated versions of the three active documents [After YANG Doctor review, end of April max]

• Request Publication
Work Hard:
Be Successful